BVI Legal Services in the European Time Zone

“The speed and quality of service here
cannot be bettered on the island”
Chambers Global

BVI Legal Services in the European Time Zone
Given the widespread use of British Virgin Island’s (“BVI”) companies,
there is an increasing requirement for BVI legal advice and BVI services.

DQ is one of the few Isle of Man based law firms which offers a
specialist BVI law service. Recognising the problems posed with
the time difference faced by European based businesses, DQ offers
the right advice in the right time zone.

Scope of Services Offered

DQ’s BVI team offers a comprehensive range of BVI legal
services to an international client base including:• same day BVI company and litigation searches;
• certificates of good standing and registered agent
certificates;
• assisting with the incorporation of BVI companies;
• reviewing and drafting BVI corporate documents;
• BVI legal opinions;
• registration of charges at the BVI Registry of
Corporate Affairs;
• re-domiciliation of companies both to and from the
BVI;
• BVI insolvency advice;
• BVI litigation advice.
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BVI Legal Services in the European Time Zone

Speed and Quality of Service

DQ is renowned for the speed and quality of its service, which
Chambers Global has said “cannot be bettered on the Island”.The
BVI legal services offered by DQ are principally aimed at European
based clients who need access to experienced lawyers within the
European time zone. Being based in the Isle of Man (which is 5
hours ahead of the BVI) gives DQ the geographic advantage of
being able to turn around urgent BVI work in the same day and
to be available throughout the European business day for clients.

One Stop Shop

DQ co-ordinates the client’s entire BVI needs, ensuring that
clients benefit from a streamlined approach and a “one stop
shop” offering, which in turn saves time and costs for the
client. DQ offers competitive and flexible fee structures and
works with clients to build long term relationships.

About Us

DQ is a leading full service law firm based in the Isle of
Man advising on Isle of Man and BVI Law. Our lawyers are
recommended in Chambers and Legal 500.

For Further Information Please Contact:
Stephen Dougherty
Email: stephen@dq.im
Tel: +44 1624 632963

DQ Advocates Limited, The Chambers, 5 Mount Pleasant, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM1 2PU
Tel: +44 1624 626999

Fax: +44 1624 626111

Email: mail@dq.im Web: www.dq.im

Legal Notice: DQ Advocates Limited is an incorporated practice in the Isle of Man.
Registered Office: The Chambers, 5 Mount Pleasant, Douglas, Isle of Man, IM1 2PU. Incorporated in the Isle of Man with company
number 119175C. Directors: Mark Dougherty, Giles Hill, Annemarie Hughes, Stephen Dougherty, Leanne McKeown.
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D O UGH E RT Y QU INN

“Nimble and forward-thinking, this firm
ticks all the right boxes”
Chambers UK

Tel: +44 1624 626999
Fax: +44 1624 626111
Email: mail@dq.im
Web: www.dq.im

